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Moreover, indiaâ€™s continuous refusal to sign the Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty of 1968-70 was always
explained as being due to its being discriminatory (which it was and is) but, says Cheema, through this
principled refusal to sign india was keeping its nuclear bomb test option open, right through to the end of the
century.
Indian nuclear deterrence : Its Evolution, Development and
Since its first nuclear test in October 1964, China has maintained a modest nuclear ... increasing emphasis
on nuclear deterrence, and a number of important drivers may ... Indian nuclear forces has recently garnered
increased attention from Chinese strate-gists, who previously discounted Indian military potential. Although
China has long
Chinaâ€™s Evolving Nuclear Deterrent - rand.org
The submarine recently returned from its first deterrence patrol, completing the establishment of the
countryâ€™s survivable nuclear triad,â€• the Prime Ministerâ€™s Office said in a statement.
India's nuclear triad is complete with INS Arihant ending
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Introduction The strategic culture of South Asia is characterized by the hostility between ... 1974, when India
conducted its first nuclear explosions near Pokhran (India). According to estimates these blasts were
between 8-12 ki (less in ...
A Comparative Study of Nuclear Doctrines of India and Pakistan
2 Minimum Nuclear Deterrence Postures in South Asia: An Overview by Rodney W. Jones Policy Architects
International This overview of India's and Pakistan's presumed minimal nuclear deterrence ...
MINIMUM NUCLEAR DETERRENCE POSTURES IN SOUTH A : A O
1 China, Indian Ocean & The Nuclear Deterrence The Destabilizing Effect linkages, India, the other rising
Asian power, has traditionally had an influence over the Region.
China, Indian Ocean & The Nuclear Deterrence The
By Maimuna Ashraf. The growing disparity and asymmetry in South Asia is favorable to India yet challenging
for Pakistan. Indiaâ€™s rising nuclear and conventional ambitions have enforced Pakistan to build up its
nuclear capabilities to ensure the credibility of its nuclear deterrence.
India and Pakistan: Enforcing strategic deterrence
As long as nuclear weapons are around, even in small numbers, deterrence is the safest doctrine to deal with
them. 3 This principle is easier to embrace in theory than it is to put into practice.
Support RAND For More Information
Following the minor hiccup, Arihant re-emerged as a singular success for Indiaâ€™s naval designers,
completing its first deterrence patrol as the unseen vanguard of over a billion Indians, waiting to strike hard in
the event of a nuclear attack.
As INS Arihant completes its first deterrence patrol
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future will see frequent crises, but deterrence based on nuclear weapons will inhibit escalation to nuclear war.
The India-China relationship will remain stable.
Nuclear Weapons and Nuclear War in South Asia - Brookings
NEW DELHI: India's first indigenous nuclear submarine INS Arihant, or the "annihilator of enemies", has
successfully completed its first deterrence patrol. Hailing INS Arihant's achievement, PM ...
INS Arihant successfully completes its first deterrence
Research Article India- Pakistan Nuclear Deterrence By: Hira Javed Abstract The study examines the
manner in which India and Pakistan are engaged in constructing a credible and stable deterrence
relationship, their emergence of as nuclear states, specifically their nuclear doctrines and development of
nuclear capabilities.
India- Pakistan Nuclear Deterrence | Hira Javed - Academia.edu
India should alter its approach to nuclear deterrence to better fit its current and future strategic environment.
The aim here is to analyze the implications of an Indian decision to augment
BEIJING BEIRUT BRUSSELS MOSCOW NEW DELHI WASHINGTON
India on Monday completed its nuclear triad as N-capable INS-Arihant successfully completed its first
deterrence patrol. India is now capable to launch the nuclear strike from air, land, and water.
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